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A building structure of the type comprising a roof

assembly, a floor supporting assembly ar.d wall assemblies

extending upwardly from said floor supporting assembly and

supporting said roof assembly, characterized in that said wall

assemblies are formed from a plurality of prefabricated wall

frame assemblies each of which includes vertically spaced

upper and lower timber chords; a pair of spaced timber studs

extending between said upper and lower timber chords and

being connected thereto adjacent respective ends thereof by

respective multiple nail plate type connectors, and bracing

means interconnecting said upper and lower timber chords and

arranged - to prevent distortion of said prefabricated wall

frame assembly, and there being provided wail cladding

extending between said chords and secured to respective inner

or outer faces of said chords and said studs, and said rocf

assembly being tied to said floor suoporting assembly to

prevent lifting of the roof assembly by a first set of
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This invention relates to an improved timber

building system and components therefore.

Ir. recent years. design requirements for tinber

'

builiiasa nave become mere stringent in order that buildings

5 sue:-, as dwellings are able to withstand high wind loads. A

primary consideration has been to provide hold-down means

securing the roof structure to the floor structure of the

building to prevent lifting of the roof and consequent

collapse cf the building. At present, long through bcl ts are

!0 used for this purpose. They extend through the roof rafters

ar.d the flocr iesrers or equivalent structure to tie the rocf

tc the floor. The prevision of such hold-down means is

•'
effective in use tut unfortunately it adds markedly tc the

cost of construction of conventional dwellings.

;u T t is ar. object of the present invention to

alleviate the abcver.entioned disadvantages associated with

su-r. building systems and to provide an improved building

system, which will be reliable and efficient in use. Other

objects and advantages of this invention will hereinafter

CO becor.s apparent.

With the foregoing and other objects in view, this

invention ir. one aspect resides broadly in a building

structure of the type comprising a roof asser.bly, a floor

supporting assembly and wall assemblies extending upwardly

2z frcr. said flocr supporting assembly and supporting said rocf



assembly, characterized in t h a t said wall assemblies are

forced from a plurality cf prefabricated wail f rsme assemblies

each of which includes vertically spaced upper and lower

timber chords; a pair of spaced timber studs extending between

said upper and lower timber chords and being connected thereto

adjacent respective ends thereof by respective multiple nail

plate type connectors, and bracing means interconnecting said

upper and lower tinber chords and arranged to prevent

distortion cf said prefabricated wail frame assembly, and

therebeinc provided wall cladding extending between said

chords ar.d secured to respective inner or cuter faces cf said

chords and said- studs, ar.d said roof assembly being tied to

said fleer supporting assembly to prevent lifting of the roof

assembly by a first set of fastenings connecting the roof

assembly to said top chords and a second set of fastenings

connecting said floor supporting assembly to said lower

chords.

In one form each prefabricated wail frame assembly

comprises top and bottom timber chords interconnected at each

end and medially by a timber stud or studs and there are

provided timber diagonal braces extending between the studs.

Preferably Hogging is supported between the studs and the

timoer diagonal braces extend from the junction between the

end studs and the nogging to the respective upper and lower

endc cf the intermediate GtuJlcl. 'The frame may be faced with



suitable cladding at one side only to form 'a single skir, pane

or alternatively it nay be faced on both sides to fcrr. a

"double skin panel. Suitably the panel sices are made to

accept- full sheets of conventional sized cladding "to form a

nodule, which may be utilized in modular constructions in orde:

to maximize use cf materials and also to simplify constructior

techniques.

Panels according to the invention provide a

structure which is capable of transmitting a tensile or

parting load applied between the top and bottom chords, such

as the leads applied by strong wind passing across a building

rcof whereby the respective top and bottom chords nay be

connected to the respective roof assembly and floor supporting

assembly to tie the roof assembly to the floor supporting

assembly.

The top and bottom chords of the wall frame

assemblies may be continuous along a wall section which may

constitute for example one side wall of a building, or the top

and bcttpm chords may comprise a plurality of separate members

each associated with a respective one of a plurality of wall

frame assemblies adapted to be connected in end to end

abutting relationship to form a wall section. Preferably in

the latter construction the respective botton and/or top

chords are interconnected by a connecting plate assembly whicr:

overlaps the joints cf the bottom and/or tcp chords to



interzor^ezl sar.e . This construction has the advantage that

separate wall fra-e assemblies are relatively light and

easy to erect. However additional timber is use* due to the

doubling of the "bettor, and/er tcp chords by their associated

connecting plates. In the forr.er construction utilizing

continuous top and/or bottom chords along a wall, the timber

usage is less since there is no requirement for a doubling or

connect ing .plate . However such frames may be r.ore difficult

to erect due tc their extra length and weight.

In order that the invention nay be r.ore readily

understood and put into practical effect reference will now be

made to the accompanying drawings, wherein :
-

~1Q3 to - are side views of typical wall frames

according to the invention;

~:G5 5 and 6 are side views of typical wail panel

rtoduies rtade in accordance with the presen:

invention:

FIG 7 is an end elevational view of a side portion

of a building constructed .in accordance with the

present invention;

FZZ 6 shows alternate floor mounting details, and

FIGS 9 and '0 illustrate typical dwellings made

according to the present invention.

As shewn a dwelling 10 or other building made ir

accordance with one aspect of the present invention induces a
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10

floor structure 11 and a wail assembly 12 supporting a rcof

assembly 13. In the embodiment illustrated in FIGS 7 and 9,

the floor supporting structure 11 is elevated above the ground

by posts 9 and includes a plurality of bearers U and joists

2m arranged in conventional manner. A bottom plate 15 is

supported peripherally around the floor supporting structure

11 to support the bottom chord 16 of each timber wail frame

assembly 17 whereby the latter may be erected to provide an

enclosure above which the rcof assembly 13 is supported.

In the arrangement illustrated in FIG 5 and FIG 9,

each timber wall frame assembly 17 is in the form of a

rectangular perimeter frame asser.biy 18 incorporating a timber

bottom chord 16 and a timber top chord 19 interconnected by

spaced timber studs 20 and braced by diagonal timber bracing

>' members 21 and timber noggins 22. The interconnection at each

junction of the timber frame members is formed by a multiple

nail plate type connector 23. These connector plates 23 are

secured to the timber frame members on both inside surfaces

thereof so that separating loads may be transmitted from

member to member and whereby each wall -frame assembly 17 may

effectively transmit both the compression and tension forces

applied by the roof structure 13. These forces result from

the weight of the roof structure and from wind loadings which

tend to lift the reef structure 13 from the building.

25 a suitable connection between the frame assembly



1,7, the roof s t rue ture 13 and the floor- structure i t- nay ce

achieved economically by through bolting. Per this purpose

relatively short bolts 2? may be arranged to pass' through the

bottom chord 16 of- each frame assembly 18 and through the

bottom plate 15, the joists 2 L and the bearers M*, as

illustrated in FIG 7 , so that the frame assembly 15 is

positively attached to .the floor structure il. Cf course the

bearers are connected in known manner by hold-down brackets or

bolts 26 to the pcsts'9. Similarly, the top plate 27 cf the'

roof structure 13 is through bolted by bolts 28 to the top

chord i 9 of the frame assembly 17. The use cf the sr.crz

hcld-dowr. bolts 25 and 23 in lieu of the conventional full

length belts which extend from roof to floor greatly

simplifies erection of a building made according to this

invention.

The top plate 27 is fixed to the roof rafter 29 in

conventional manner such as by plate-type connectors 'not

shown/ which secure the rafters 29 to the top plate 27 and

similarly the battens 30 which support the roof sheeting 32

are connected to the rafters by suitable metal brackets 31.

In this manner lift forces imposed on the roof structure by

strong winds are transmitted through the securing bolts 25 to

tne wall .frame assembly -7 which is capable of transferring

th>? lifting load to the floor supporting structure' 1 I through

its bolted connections with the bearers 1 ^ . Preferably the
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through bolts 25 and 23 are placed through the chords 16 and

. 19 as close as possible to a stud 20 so as to transfer the

load directly through the gang nail connectors into the studs

20. .

5 The frame assembly 18 is further braced by the

provision of cladding 33 fixed to the inside of the wall frame

assembly 17. The cladding 33 nay be. of continuous panel-type

material such as plywood or solid timber planking or the like.

The various wall constructions *0 to ^3 as

10 illustrated in F-IC3 1 to 4 utilize both square and rectangular

shaped frame assemblies 17 and 17a. The assemblies 17 may be

utilized in a wall *0 at eitner side of a door structure uu.

The latter may include doors mounted between upright studs *5

which are preferably nailed by multiple nail plate type

15 connectors between the bottom plate 15 and the lower chord 46

of a truss ^7. This truss *7 utilizes top and bottom chords,

upright members and diagonal braces all interconnected by

plate type connectors.

'

A further disadvantage of many present day timber

Z0 construction methods resides in that sufficient roof overhangs

are r.ct always provided since the amount of allowable roof

cverr.ar.g bears a relationship to the strength of the roof

rafters. Gerneral 1 y
, roc f rafters are designed to fulfill the

structural requirement fcr supporting the roof inwardly cf the

Z5 walls. Their resultant size excludes the provision of large
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overhangs since the rafters are generally too sr.all to support

the cverr.ar.g. In a typical embodiment cf the present

invention a large rocf overhang may be provided as a: 50 in

FIG 7 whereby, the ends of the rafters 29 are supported ty a

'

5*. brace 51 arranged to support the cuter end proportion of the

rafter 29. The brace 51 is suitably connected between rafters

29 and studs 20 of the frame assembly 17. The connections are

. -suitably prcvided by multiple nail plate type connectors

whereby the brace 51 net only supports the weight of the

10 rafter 29 , but it. is aiso capable of preventing the latter

frcn lifting as a result of wind loadings on the roof.

' Preferably the brace 51 is utilized with a wall frame assembly

17 having inside cladding 33 only whereby free access may- be

gained to- the studs 20 to provide the connection between inner

r end cf the braces 51 and an exposed stud 20.

In use, a building made in accordance with the

present invention is constructed by prefabricating the frame

assemblies -7 which may be clad on one or both sides before or

after erection. The frame assemblies 17 are then stood in

2'J place on bottom plate 15 of the floor structure and secured

thereto by bolting or strapping or the like, whereby they

provide an upright wall structure upon which the rocf assembly

13 may be erected. The' rocf assembly 13 is then connected to

the wall frame assemblies 17 such as by through bolting cr by

25 ether mechanical connector means. This may include railing to
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th« upper chords 19 of the wall frame assemblies 17 or furthe.

plate-type ccr.r.ectors or tie straps could be used in lieu of

through belting to provide a secure connection between the

frame assembly 17 and the roof and floor structures. The

5 lower chords 16 of the wall ' frame assemblies 11 are similarly

connected to the floor structure by through bolting or the

like.

Since the tcp and bottom chords are connected to

the studs by r.ultiple nail plate type connectors a load

10 applied tc the chords r.ay be transferred in pre-deterained

Banner so that the studs cay be effectively loaded in tension

and expression by the appropriate force applied to the

chords. Thus the lifting force which may be applied to a roo

by wind loadings can be transmitted by the studs. Previously

i; studs were considered as compression members only and thus

additional steel rod straps were introduced to the structure

to withstand the possible tension forces in the wall

s true ture

.

FIGS 8 and 10 herewith illustrate the application

il- of the wall frame assenblies 17 of the present invention for

support on a concrete slab 60. As will be seen, in this

esbodiaer.t the botton chords 16 are bolted directly to the

. slab 60 via cast in belts 6 1 and flashing 52 is interposed

be -.wee.- the botton chords !6 and the slab 60.

2 -
i t will cf course be realised that the above has
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seer, giver, only by way cf illustrative example cf the present

invention and all such nodi fications and variations thereto as

would be apparent to persons skilled in the art are deer.ed to

fall within the Sroad scope and ambit of the present invention

as defined in the appended claisis.

10 •

25
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THE CLAIMS Da.-IKING TH£ INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS
:

-

u . k building structure of the type comprising s reef

asse.-sly, £ floor supporting assembly and wall assemblies

extending upwardly frcr. said floor supporting assembly and

supporting said roof asse-iy, characterized in that said wail

assemblies are forr.ed froc a plurality of prefabricated wall

frane asse-oiies each of which includes vertically spaced

upper and lower timber chords; a pair of spaced ticber studs

extending between said upper and lower timber chords and

being connected thereto adjacent respective ends thereof by

' respective --itiple .-.ail plate type connectors, and bracing

r.esns interconnecting said upper and lower timber chords and

arranged to prevent distortion of said prefabricated wall

frane asse.-bly, and there being provided wall cladding

• extending between said chords and secured to respective inner

or outer faces of said chords and said studs, and said roof

asser.oly being tied to said floor supporting assembly to

prevent lifting of the roof assembly by a first set of

fastenings connecting the roof assembly to said top chords and

a second set cf fastenings connecting said floor supporting

assembly to said lower chords.

2 . A building structure according to Claia 1, wherein

said bracing r.sans comprises tiaber bracing members each

extending diagonally between spaced pairs of studs fros a

r*s:--.-.iv. jur.c-.icn between a chord and a stud and being



connected thereto by said multiple nail plate type connectors

•3. A building structure according to Claim 2, where ir

said multiple nail plate type connectors are secured at each

junction between a chord and a stud and to both interior and

exterior faces thereof.

A building structure according to Clair; 2 or Clair

3, wherein there are provided nogging members supported

between said studs and wherein said diagonal braces extend

from the junction between said studs and said nogging members

• to the junction between said chords and said studs and where:

r.ultiple nail plate type ' connec tors are used to connect said

nogging and said diagonal bracing members to the respective

studs and chords.

5. A building structure according to any one cf the

preceding claims, wherein said bracing means comprises a

unitary cladding panel fixed to said chords and studs.

6. A building structure substantially as hereinbefore

described with reference to the accompanying drawings.

DATED THIS twenty-first DAY OF November, 1935.

RUSSELL HALL
by
PIZZEY & COMPANY ? ATEN'T ATTORNEYS












